










































The term content can be defined as any kind of audiovisual or textual information. Mauthe & Thomas (2004) further say content is characterized by its permanent presence and availability. For example, content can be accessed on request or available at certain times within the system. In other word, content can be produced and disseminated in parts or in its entirety. Content consist of two important parts: essence and metadata. Essence can be classified as the raw material represented by pictures, text, video, and so on. On the other hand, metadata is used to describe the actual essence and its different manifestations.

Hackos (2002) recommended that content should follow these requirements; 
-	Easy to find
-	Accurate, up to date, and continuously refreshed
-	Well organised for quick search and retrieval
-	Readable in the right languages
-	Linked to other relevant content
-	Targeted to each person’s need and levels of experience and knowledge
2.1	Web Content Management: a background summary
2.1.1	Definition and Purpose of Web Content Strategy

Content management is a challenge for every academic institution that provides research publications through their electronic repositories that is delivered through their libraries. It would be important for these institutions to meet the expectation of different users. Further, it is a real challenge for information professionals to provide current information to their library users as they use web as the media. Professionals need to participate in terms of professional design and offer recent information in the particular area of research (Cox, 2002). 

One of the core components of the web applications is the provision and management of the content. Types of content include, but are not limited to, Hyper Text Mark up Language (HTML), Extensible Mark up Language (XML), images, documents, and dynamic content generated from relational database (Frost and Sullivan, 2001). Content management plays a key role in this context since it provides the platform for handling such media.

In order to find content, generic search tools have to enhance the traditional native database queries. This includes fulltext search capabilities. Therefore, the integration between the existed database and co tent management system is necessary. Integration in this context refers to support of federated search including result consolidation (Mauthe and Thomas, 2004). Additionally, content that are managed within the content management system have to be linked to other information source which might be the original source where the content was created or published. This relationship refers to not only the essence but also to metadata.

The discussion of content management in this paper, as recommended by Hart-Davidson et al (2008) focuses on the creation of knowledge, the arrangement of information and the design of work practises related to the making of texts. Thereby, content management may define as the process of matching what the library have with what the users want (McKeever, 2003). In a simple words, content management is the process of collecting, managing, and publishing content to any domain. 

2.1.2	Web Content Management Lifecycle

It is essential to identify with the process of content management in order to recognize the concept of web content management. McKeever (2003) suggests that the web content management lifecycle contains two frequent phases that will continue as long as the organisation uses the web to disseminate content: collection of content and the distribution or publishing the content to the web. The meaning of collection has been clarified by Boiko (2001) by either creating content or acquiring content from an existing source. Depending on the sources, this process might include converting the information to a master format, for example XML. Then aggregate the information into the system and finally adding metadata. 

Delivery of the content to the website, also called publishing, deployment, or distribution, involves making the content available to web users by extracting components out of the content repository and constructing specific website.

3	What are institutional repositories?

Executive director of the Coalition for Networked Information (CNI), Clifford A. Lynch (2003) defines an institutional repository (IR) as “a set of services that a university offers to the members of its community for the management and dissemination of digital materials created by the institution and its community members.”

Add to that, the notion of the institutional repositories has been around for several years. Many universities worldwide has been started to manage their collection and store them in digital format. One of the countries that have stated their name in to the history of the development is Australia.





Gibbons (2004), recommended there are five core features about institutional repositories, and the first of five common features, is that an IR contains digital content. The range of different types of digital content can be varied, these include text, audio, video, images, and learning objects. 

A second feature of an IR is that it is community driven and community-focused. The community of users not only determines what should be deposited into the IR, but they are individually responsible for making the deposits. The members of the community also are the authors and copyright owners of the content. 

A third feature is that the IR has institutional support. A successful IR requires collaboration among divisions across an institution. Moreover, an IR requires ongoing, long-term financial support to ensure the integrity of the content through digital preservation. 

An assumption of durability and permanence is the fourth common feature of an IR. When a digital file is deposited into an institutional repository, the author expects that the document will remain there for the perceivable future.

The frustrating experience of receiving an “HTTP 404 Error- File not Found” message while trying to retrieve a Web document should not happen with materials in an IR.
The idea is that the content in an IR is persistent and permanent. To many content owners, this feature is the most appealing of an IR.

Finally, the content in an IR is not hidden from the entire world. With some exceptions, the content of an IR can be accessed worldwide because the material within an IR is meant to be shared.
3.1.1	The Value Propositions to Institution

An institutional repository focuses on developing, enhancing, and protecting the value of the creative output of the members of the sponsoring institution. In creating such a repository, an institution makes an implied commitment that it will provide resources to manage the repository and will keep the contents preserved and accessible

Repositories house digital content and the associated mechanisms to interconnect this content. Examples of content in IRs include multimedia objects (e.g., PowerPoint files, audio, video, graphic, photo, animation); scientific visualizations of datasets; Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETDs); archive-specific materials (e.g., contents of a past online course).

The value to the institution comes from the collocation, the interconnection, the archiving, and the preservation of the intellectual output of the institution. However, consistent and controlled exposure of the content will perhaps provide the greatest value. This suggests that individuals from external the institution should have relatively easy and, wherever possible, open access to these repositories.

3.1.2	Why Do Institutional Repositories need Web Content Management System?

In this part, the author would like to describe the main reasons why content management system is important for an institutional repository. The first, the content stored at the institutional repository intended to be publicly available and preserved.  This means each contents requires some level of metadata. Basically, a set of basic identification of metadata, such as title and author. Some basic metadata that are common within institutional repositories are abstract of the document and keyword.

The web content management system makes it possible for each content within repository to be equipped with metadata. Moreover, the system itself likely add administrative metadata including date and time of deposit. The system may also provide the function to recognize the depositors and probably their role, for example institutional repository administrator, who can enrich the metadata by adding subject term and define its authority control. 

The content deposited within IR need to be discoverable, therefore they need to have a system that has discovery mechanism to enable this content retrievable by the users, whether to search the metadata or to present the fulltext of documents. Gibbons (2004) clarifies once users locate the desired content the system then must have the ability by which the file can be displayed to the user. Depending on the type of the file, the system may require the user to download the file on to their computer and open it using applicable software, for example Adobe Reader. 

The content stored is varied based on its original type. They can be a conference paper, journal article, or book chapter. Each of which considerably has their own online native site. By storing those files in to a repository, the institutional repository administrator needs to clarify its copyright. One of the copyright requirements might say that the administrator need to clearly stated the paper’s Uniform Resource Locator (URL), that specifies where an identified resource is available, in to the system. By clicking the URL mentioned in the system, a new browser window should appear and display the original site where the conference paper was located, or the article first published. This relationship, the content and the URL, can be defined as important part of the institutional repositories that should be able to be managed.

The other issue that might be essential to be considering in this context is content preservation. Preservation means content in IRs need to be retrievable in the short and long term. To assist with short term preservation, the content and the metadata are enabling to be backed up. For long term preservation, the system may include ways to identify and isolate files to assist in their migration. The system may able to facilitate the conversion of less preservable formats of submission, for example from Microsoft Word to PDF.






Content management can be seen as a challenge for academic institution that offers research publications preservation and dissemination through their digital repositories. It would be important for these institutions to meet the expectation of different users. Further, it is a real challenge for information professionals to provide current information to their library users as they use web as the media. 

Content management considered essential to be employ in the process of putting content in an institutional repositories for number of reasons. These include the variety of content stored, content retrieval issue and content preservations. In this context, the process of content management or in order to recognise the concept of web content management and to find how it can work best for institutional repositories.
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